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Help for Starting 
the New Year 

with Structured 
Plans & Goals 
Save Money in January with these offerings 

 

The 9 Daily Habits of Healthy People 

Wellness Planner 

“annual, monthly, daily planner”  

An amazing life doesn’t happen to us by accident. 

Melanie Lane, MD, CPCC, CEO of Dr. Lane, 

Healthy Living Coach and ZING! Empowerment 

Coaching gives you nine research-proven actions 

to get you on your way to a life of freedom, joy and 

vitality. 

 

 

 

  

Just Stop Doing That 

How much time do you spend thinking about how 

to stop doing that……but never stop? The Mantra 

and Rapid Advance Process from Vicki Carpel 

Miller, BSN, RN, LMFT and Ellie Izzo, Ph.D., 

L.P.C. is inspiring and is assisting people 

everywhere to Just Stop - even the worst bad 

habits! 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

You’ll Need High-Conflict 

Training for 2017! 
 © 2017 By Bill Eddy and Megan Hunter 

 

Happy New Year! As HCI begins its tenth year and 

Unhooked Books enters its sixth year, we want to share 

some of what we’ve learned about high-conflict cases and 

situations, and what we’re doing this coming year. 

 

HIGH CONFLICT AROUND THE WORLD! High-conflict 

people and the difficulties they cause are increasing 

throughout society and around the world. Our dozen trainers 

have now (or will have this year) given presentations and 

trainings in over 30 states, seven provinces in Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand, France, Sweden, Austria, England 

and South Africa. We have learned that the dynamics of 

high-conflict cases and situations are very similar around the 

world. 

 

HANDLING THESE CASES IS NOT INTUITIVE!  In family 

law and other legal disputes; in mediation or in court; in 

workplace, contracts, intellectual property, homeowners 

disputes; and in estate planning and probate, we have 

learned many techniques and developed many methods from 

our collective experiences, both positive and negative, which 

have been found to make an important difference. Over and 

over, people tell us that the methods we teach are often the 

opposite of what they have been doing and they are amazed 

at how much better their results have been. Here are five of 

the approaches we’re offering in the new year:...Continue 

Reading 

 

  

SPEAKER SPOTLIGHT 

 

 

John Edwards, Esq., earned his J.D. from the 

University of San Diego Law School and received 

his mediation training at Harvard Law School. John 

is a sought-after mediator at the National Conflict 

Resolution Center (NCRC) in San Diego, California 

and is a trainer for the High Conflict Institute. He has 

co-taught High Conflict Personality theory at the 

Strauss Institute of Conflict Resolution at 

Pepperdine University and frequently guest lectures 

at California Western Law School and Thomas 

Jefferson Law School. John has taught the 

Advanced Mediation Training Program at NCRC, as 

well as given trainings to many groups including law 

students, lawyers, mediators, guardians, 

commercial and residential real estate brokers, 

healthcare professionals and community association 

managers.   

   

What Seminar Attendees Say About 

John Edwards 

 

“That was the fourth time I have trained with HCI 

in some form or fashion... It's the BEST training in 

the world for sure."  – Course Participant 

 

"Just went to a 4 hour MCLE, 3 of which was 

John Edwards' seminar on Managing High 

Conflict Personalities. It was fantastic - very 

informative, funny and the most useful practical 

advice I may have ever received in an MCLE 

presentation. I would highly recommend this!”  

 

“Outstanding Instructor!!!” – Course Participant 

 

“Your concepts and material are excellent...The 

effectiveness of your techniques were confirmed 

to me when, after settlement was reached [in a 
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Just Stop Eating That 

The only way that you can get binging and 

overeating under control—once and for all—is to 

understand why you overeat and then move 

beyond the ‘why’ by developing new habits. Not 

your average weight-loss book with calorie 

counting and yo-yo dieting! Dr. Izzo and Vicki 

Carpel Miller help you drop the pounds, get healthy 

and get your life back as they walk you through 

their Rapid Advance Process. 

 

  

 

 

Just Stop Picking Losers 

The only way you can start having a good 

relationship is to stop ignoring red flags and begin 

understanding your role in picking the right person. 

Dr. Izzo and Vicki Carpel Miller help you stop 

repeating history and start picking the right 

person! This is not your ordinary relationship book. 

The authors' Rapid Advance Process gives you the 

skills to to break the old neurocircuitry and develop 

new paths to healthy relationships. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

See All Titles at UnHooked Books 

 
 

 

recent case], plaintiff's counsel turned to his client 

and told her she was lucky.” – Course Organizer. 

 

“John gave an excellent presentation and we 

received many compliments about it.  Everyone 

was very engaged in the whole evening and it 

was very worthwhile." – Course Participant  

 

Contact us for information about booking John 

Edwards for your group's speaking & training 

needs. 

 

John's Areas of Expertise:  Law Associations, 

Mediator Groups, Community Associations, Realty 

and Heath Care Group - training, workshops and 

seminars on managing high conflict people in a 

variety of settings. 

 

Upcoming seminars include the San Diego ACLU 

and Scientific Association of Forensic Examiners. 

See our Upcoming events section or check him out in 

our newly-released MCLE video, below.  

  

 

 

 

They're Here!   

Two new MCLE offerings to 

kick off 2017 
(click an image to watch a preview)  

 

 

Personality Disordered Parents & 

Alienated Children 

 

 

 

Understanding & Managing High 

Conflict People in Legal Disputes 

  

 

 

 

Our online video training is quick, easy and 

available when you are. 

Get more MCLEs with the following video 

selections:  
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FIND US AT YOUR LOCAL CONFERENCE 

 

UNHOOKED BOOKS WILL BE HOSTING 

BOOKSTORES: 

 

Jan 28-30, 2017 

AZ AFCC Annual Sedona Conference 

 

Feb 10-12, 2017 

AFCC – CA Annual Conference, Costa Mesa 

 

March 30-April 2, 2017 

Academy of Professional Family Mediators 

2017 Annual Conference, Memphis, TN  

 

AFCC 54th Annual Conference in Boston 

May 31-June 3, 2017 

  

 

IF EMPATHY IS KING, ARE 

BOUNDARIES IT'S QUEEN 

WITH HCPS? 

  

© 2017 Megan Hunter, MBA 

  

In a previous article in which I 

crowned EMPATHY as king when dealing 

with high-conflict personalities—those folks 

who are the most toxic, the most difficult of 

difficult people—I  asked for feedback from 

readers. You were kind with your 

comments and thoughtful with your 

suggestions. The comment that resonated 

the most was this: 

 "... this [extending empathy] can 

only be done with professionals 

who understand the HCP 

personality of manipulation and 

game playing..." 

 "... the HCP looks for and attaches 

themselves onto those who have 

lots of empathy..." 

 "... if a person with lots of empathy 

does not understand the HCP’s 

goal of manipulation, they will 

become the next HCP’s victim and 

sink to the bottom with the HCP ..." 

Spot on! Empathy alone is only the first 

step, the key that begins to unlock the 

HCP door, but without awareness 

...Continue Reading 

 

 

 

IN THE NEWS 

 

"President-Elect Donald Trump and 

High Conflict Personality" 

 

Laura Walcher, principal PR consultant to J.Walcher 

Communications, a San Diego-based public relations 

and marketing firm interviews Bill Eddy on his recent 

book Trump Bubbles: The Dramatic Rise and Fall of 

High-Conflict Politicians.  

"LW: According to your definition and discussion of “high 

conflict personality” people, Trump is certainly a qualifier!  

How unique in this respect is Trump versus other U. S. 

presidents — or other leaders? Joseph McCarthy? 

Richard Nixon? 

BE: High conflict people 

have four common 

characteristics: 

1) preoccupation with 

blaming others, 2) all or 

nothing thinking, 3) 

unmanaged emotions, and 

4) extreme negative 

behavior. When high conflict 

people gain political power, 

they tend to dramatically rise 

(based primarily on 

emotions) and dramatically 

fall when reality sets in. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The Mediator’s Role in 

Decision Making 

  
© 2017 by John C. Edwards, Esq.  

 

In a previous article, I wrote about the 

importance of leaving the critical decision 

making up to the parties to a mediation, 

especially if the party has a “high conflict 

personality.”  (I will refer to people with a 

high-conflict personality as an HCP.)  As 

a mediator, my goal is not to make 

decisions for the parties, rather it is to help create an 

environment that allows the parties to be reflective, logical 

and thoughtful in their approach to conflict resolution and 

decision making as opposed to reactive, persuasive 

blaming that almost never solves the problem at hand and 

frequently leads to escalating conflict. It’s important to 

allow HCPS to make their own decisions for a number of 

reasons. ....Continue Reading  

  

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Locally & Around the World 
(see full list here) 

  

1/19- 20 

Tackling Complex and High Conflict Mediations 
& It’s Not Me, It’s You! – Tools for Dealing with 

High Conflict Individuals  

Presented by Michael Lomax, Esq. 
South Carolina Bar Convention – Dispute 

Resolution Section CLE 

Greenville, SC 
Info/Register HERE 

  

2/2 
Using Empathy, Attention and Respect (EAR) 

with High Conflict Personalities  

Presented by John C. Edwards, Esq. 
ACLU of San Diego & Imperial Counties 

San Diego, CA 

Contact: (private event)  
  

2/3/16 

New Ways for Families: 2 Day Advanced 
Training for Professionals  

Presented by Bill Eddy, LCSW, Esq. 

Center for Dispute Resolution, Missouri State 
University 

Springfield, MO 
Contact (Private Event) 

 

2/10 
Intervening with Children’s Complex 

Resistance/Refusal Dynamics  

Presented by Bill Eddy, LCSW, Esq. & Shawn D. 
Skillin, Esq. 

AFCC-CA 2017 Conference 

Costa Mesa, CA 
Contact: mgafcc@gmail.com   

 

2/11 
Dealing With High-Conflict Counsel, MCLE  

Presented by John C. Edwards, Esq. 

Scientific Association of Forensic Examiners 
& San Diego Paralegal Association 

San Diego, CA 

Contact: mikew@quality9.com 
 

3/10 
Managing High Conflict People - Advanced 

Skills for Family Law Professionals 

Presented by Bill Eddy, LCSW, Esq. 
Mecklenburg County Bar Association 

& Charlotte Collaborative Divorce Professionals 

Charlotte, NC 
Info/Register HERE 

  

3/25 
High Conflict Parents: Making and Following 

Parenting Plans 

Presented by Bill Eddy, LCSW, Esq. 
Sixth Annual WA AFCC Conference 

Seattle, WA 

Info/Register HERE 
  

3/30 
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Examples of such “Trump bubbles” have been Hitler, 

McCarthy, Johnson, Nixon and others. I explained six of 

these historical examples in my book. They all follow a 

predictable arc of rise and fall. The only question is the 

timing. 

LW: Could this personality be simplified as “narcissistic” 

or is narcissism just one element of the character? 

BE: Not all narcissists are high conflict people..." .Read 

the article here 

    

 

Practicing 7 Skills for High-Conflict Mediation 
Presented by Bill Eddy, LCSW, Esq. 

Academy of Professional Family Mediators 2017 
Conference 

Memphis, TN 

Info/Register HERE 

 

   

 

 

 

     

 

 

DID YOU KNOW ... 

 

... We can provide Speakers and Trainers from a few hours to multi-day 

events?  

Check out our packages for professional groups 

 

*Above, Bill Eddy presents New Ways for Families in an interdisciplinary training.   

Coordinated by the Valor Institute, October 2016 *  

 

 

 

RESOURCES 

 

 

GET HELP AND TRAINING IN ALL THINGS HIGH-CONFLICT 

We have talented, engaging and professionally-trained speakers 

for a wide variety of groups and interests.  

 

 

 Check them out on our homepage  

Coaching - Seminars - Training - Consultations - Keynotes - Workshops 

Contact us for info, pricing and availability 

   

 

Stumped by the backlash and personal attacks from someone at work?  

 Learn the skills to diffuse the situation and have a real discussion 

- or how to get out of it quickly and with respect.  

 

Try the  

BIFF Response(R) Method 

 

Four easy steps to get back in control of hostile emails, texts and other communications. 

  www.biffresponse.com   --   info@biffresponse.com 

Contact the BIFF Response Coach  

 

  

New Ways for Families® is a structured parenting 

skills method to reduce the impact of conflict on the children 

in potentially high-conflict divorce and separation 

cases. Contact us for information.  

  

   

Parenting Without Conflict by New Ways for Families®  This 12-Session online 

class includes practicing the 4 Big Skills of New Ways for Families to manage many difficult situations 

during separation or divorce - PLUS, loads of additional information to help parents navigate 

changing family relationships inside and outside of family court – especially during a potentially high-

conflict divorce, including anger management issues. Learn more here.  

  

Visit our Find A New Ways Professional page for information about local professionals in your city.  

 

Books & Products 

Family Law  Mediation Healthcare Divorce & Co-Parenting 

Workplace Conflict Education New Ways for Families 

Court Politics 

 
 

 

 

Are you or a client having difficulty with a co-parent in 

a divorce or separation? 

 

Try the OurFamilyWizard website - Communication tools for 

divorced parents.  
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